
Sebastian Caballero
703-314-8978      seb.caballero.1@gmail.com       100 S Reynolds St, Alexandria VA 22304

Professional Summary 
Meticulous Operations Specialist, excellent at juggling multiple tasks, working under pressure, and never missing a 
deadline. Broad industry experience includes Healthcare, Software, and Non-Profit sectors. Accountable, adaptive, and 

amiable individual with a keen ability to swiftly observe, learn, and improve technology solutions and processes.  

Experience 
Level Access - Marketing Operations Specialist        04/2018 - Current  
Acted as in-house Salesforce administrator and tech-stack owner; created a custom Salesforce app to use legal resources 
to build pipeline and maximize sales. Integrated AppExchange packages to build Customer Success team a process that 
would produce recurrent sales, and to create system in which Sales team could access marketing collateral and templates 
for prospect outreach while also feeding the performance metrics to the Marketing team. Also provided ad-hoc process 
building, workflows, automations, data-integrity initiatives, training documentation/manuals, and user-management. 

Level Access - Market Research Associate         07/2017 - 03/2018  
Became self-taught Salesforce administrator in 2 months and created new system to maximize demand-generation efforts, 
by developing automated solutions and collaborating with representatives to develop more tailored solutions. 

Warrenton Dermatology - Database Administration Associate      03/2016 - 06/2017  
Developed a lean digital process to bridge antiquated patient records with EMR database, using reference points and on-
site troubleshooting, to provide seamless access to medical staff. Developed a system of templates of written materials for 
medical staff to explain and iterate the parameters and imperative take-aways of upcoming procedures and prognoses to 
patients with minimal use of medical jargon. 

Cricket Media - Market Outreach Consultant         08/2015 - 03/2016  
Created new pipeline in previously under-stimulated segment of sales by implementing ground-up prospecting and 
Salesforce strategies leading to increase in recurrent customers and several high-value licensing agreements.  

IRI - Latin America And Caribbean Intern         04/2015 - 09/2015  
Assisted in building grass-roots campaign initiatives through the use of communication, bilingual proficiency, and project 
management skills to drive multi-faceted projects through to completion. Conducted routine writing and drafting for 
program processes and contract proposals by editing, standardizing, or revising material prepared by other writers or 
personnel.  

Acai Software LLC - Sales Operations Intern         04/2013 - 09/2013  
Exceeded expectations in developing new prospects and setting up strategic partnerships by consistently meeting quotas, 
and improving processes through the use of Salesforce and following proposal writing standards and partnership 
agreements. 

Education 
George Mason University, Fairfax VA — Bachelor of Arts 2016 

Skills 
Salesforce Administration, Data Analysis, Technical Writing, Business Operations, User Interface 
Understanding, Technology Training, Data Management, IRB Research Certification, Kanban, Process Design & 
Development, Methodology Implementation, Partnership Cultivation , Bilingual, Project Management , 
Hardware Evaluation, Self-Motivated, Marketing Automation Platforms, Written and Verbal Communication  


